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Introduction about 
PDF Accessibility
When people talk about “accessible” PDF files, they usually are referring to “tagged” PDF 

files, even though there is more to an accessible PDF than tags. PDF tags provide a hidden 

structured, textual representation of the PDF content that is presented to screen readers.

PDF includes several features in support 
of accessibility of documents to users 
with disabilities. The core of this support 
lies in the ability to determine the logical 
order of content in a PDF document, 
independently of the content’s appear-
ance or layout, through logical structure 
and Tagged PDF. 

Applications can extract the content of a 
document for presentation to users with 
disabilities by traversing the structure 
hierarchy and presenting the contents of 
each node. For this reason, producers of 
PDF files must ensure that all information 
in a document is reachable by means 
of the structure hierarchy. Users with 
disabilities can perform the equivalent of 
visual scans of content using their assis-
tive technology: they can scan heading 
levels using and jump to specific pages 
but only if the document has been created 
in an accessible manner.

We can fix anything from individual 
documents to entire PDF back catalogues, 
including annual reports, brochures, fact 
sheets, newsletters, books, etc.,.

Fixing PDFs to make them fully acces-
sible can be relatively straightforward. 
However, in the case of more complex 
documents, quite a high level of expertise 
may be required. Organisations may not 
create PDFs often enough to maintain 
sufficient expertise in-house to handle 
such complex documents. In such cases 

we can deliver accessible PDFs, tested 
against WCAG 2.0 and across a range of 

assistive technologies (as appropriate), 
including JAWS, NVDA, ZoomText, etc. 

Users with disabilities can perform the 
equivalent of visual scans of content using 
their assistive technology: they can scan 
heading levels using and jump to specific 
pages but only if the document has been 

created in an accessible manner.

Imagine going to an employment website and 

downloading the position description as a Word or 

PDF document, only to find that you cannot access 

the document using your screen reader because the 

content is inaccessible. Creating documents that 

can be accessed and read by people of all abilities 

is just as important as creating accessible web 

content.
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How Can we help ?
If you are unsure whether the PDFs on your site are suitable for people with disabilities or not, we can provide an audit report 
of any document(s), and offer detailed advice on any required corrections.

Document accessibility evaluation and remediation can be performed at any point during your project, including early planning, 
design, creation or testing. We understand that development schedules are often predetermined so we collaborate with you to 
realistically plan the project. Based on this information, we help you develop an accessibility strategy that works to meet your 
goals.  We can fix anything from individual documents to entire PDF back catalogues, including annual reports, brochures, fact 
sheets, newsletters, books, exam papers and other PDF forms. We follows the Section 508 standards and WCAG 2.0 accessibility 
guidelines as they apply to documents.

If you are unsure whether the PDFs on your site are suitable for people with disabilities or not, we can provide an audit report 
of any document(s), and offer detailed advice on any required corrections.

Many consultants are 
time-conscious, but We 

offers nearly 24-hour service 
to ensure your content is 
accessible ASAP. We’re 
committed to meeting 

your deadlines every time, 
whether it’s an emergency 
one-off project or ongoing 

conversions. 
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Examples
Specialize 
We specialize in complex documents. Our experienced staff is innovative and up-to-date regarding the latest technology and 
federal guidelines regarding accessibility.

Your Deadlines are Our Deadlines  
Many consultants are time-conscious, but we offers nearly 24-hour service to ensure your content is accessible ASAP. We’re 
committed to meeting your deadlines every time, whether it’s an emergency one-off project or ongoing conversions.

We ensure PDF accessibility using:
Adobe Acrobat Quick Accessibility Check1. 
Adobe Acrobat Full Accessibility2. 
Adobe Read-Aloud3. 
Screen readers such as JAWS4. 
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Sample Table

ASSETS (in thousands of dollars) NOTE 12/31/2015 12/31/2006

Intangible assets 1.1 105.66 105.48

Property and equipment 3.2 33.55 43.53

Loans, advances and investments 4.4 567.77 485.39

Tax assets 4.3 56.99 22.00

Goodwill 6.11 457.31 585.33

Inventories 2.12 458.44 484.22

Trading securities 1.11 579.33 485.33

Other securities 3.2 48.22 485.22

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 2307.27 2696.50

Current assets

Inventories 4.11 485.44 456.66

Advanced payments 4.33 58.44 45.33

Accounts receivable 2.11 292.55 503.60

Other assets 6.9 485.66 385.55

Cash and cash equivalents 1.1 485.44 485.22

TOTAL FOR CURRENT ASSETS 596.33 490.35

TOTAL ASSETS 2403.86 2366.71
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